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front mission evolved last stand

Honestly, only buy this game if you're an actual god damned masochist. I barely made it 10 minutes before I quit. This is
nothing more than a caricature of Steam's quality control (or lack thereof).. good in game mesasge system
. Skins that i don't even have, MKX fix your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I can't even see the skins and i've
purchased it.. It looks like an updated version of Space Invaders, and that's what it is. If you want something that will waste a
few minutes, activates that sense of nostalgia, and looks cool, look no further.. Ive played all the other installments in the Zup!
puzzle series and allways felt they was pretty decent and relaxing breaks from more demanding games. In the new game Zup!
XS the devs has tried to take a new approach on the series which i can sort of appreciate in the sense that after over 10 games,
the series pretty much had run its course. Unfortunately the devs has taken a rather lazy take on reinventing the franchise so the
players will have to build large parts of the level designs themselfs which in my opinion has completely destroyed the relaxing
approach the series previously had. For anyone who hasnt played any of the ZUP games i would strongly recommend playing
any of the previous games while steering clear of this one.. I don't even know where to begin. I'm only 30 mins into the game
and I can tell it's not even close to being finished. The second you leave the morgue, you're placed in the "Open world" to teach
you how to use the raido to tell if enemies are near by, and how to use weapons (Namely a pipe, and axe) to kill them with.
Great, that's fine and all. But it become a real problem when there are no ememies, the "Open World" it's just a literal football
field wide area of grass and trees, with a giant wall that looks like it belonged to Outer Heaven's fortress. But if you even so
much as touch that wall, you die. If you go out of bounds (Which is only protrayed by a vast empty land, you get a warning, and
5 seconds later, you die.

There is no where to go in this area. Nothing to do, or kill(CORRECTION! I KILLED ONE, COUNT IT, ONE THING. That's
all. Got an achievement for it...oooo). You're stuck in a limbo and if you try to leave, you die. I've reloaded the level( area?
save?) many times trying to figure out what I am suppose to do, but every time it's the same. You're suck in a field, with trees,
sometimes it rains, sometimes it gets foggy. I mananged to stay so long in that area that the sun came up so that I could have a
good look around only to find....nothing.

Is this normal? I've read the other reviews and they talk about buildings, a town, going into houses and such, but I can't even get
to that part. I know I might be judging the game a bit harshly for only playing 30 mins, but come on. In 30 minutes I have been
stuck in ONE AREA WITH NO WAY TO PROGRESS. I honestly can't tell if this is a bug, or simply an unfinished game.
Either way, I wouldn;t want anyone else wasting money on this if this is all they get to deal with.. Great game so far and it seems
to be a fresh take on the RR strategy game while keeping with many of the genre's traditions. I'm looking forward to see how
this game develops, but it feels pretty solid so far.
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short but amazing game... good jokes... great memes.... reccomended it to some of my friends.... now i got a few friends less.
11/10 would loose friends again. ehhh nice game. Thanks you for this ! it was worth it to buy. It helps me for the start. And i
really like the way the game is going so far . only few things i REALLY HATE : servers sometimes shut down and you dont
have the loot what you had on the server . Having connection problems. (its only in this game its not my pc s or internets fault)
Jumping... i got killed many times just because you can jump huge with sprint in all direction and players abuse this . make
smallert jumps or at least cooldown....
about extraction - Its okay i guess only thing is it makes random locations . sometimes even in middle of firefight. .

I know its beta, but i hope developers will see it somewhen.. This one like Sge of Brittany systeem in to Rome and i like the
battles. Simply. Amazing.

Unlike with a few other DLC Packs that combine both their music graphics. There are often just a few tracks to your liking.
This... This blew my mind. There are several tracks that blend nicely with the game you have in mind. Though it may sound Sci-
Fi. It works quite well in Fantasy Elements. This music pack it a MUST!. Oh my gosh! Something that looks and feels like
Homeworld! I like the way the gameplay and engine is really similar to Homeworld since I can't get enough of it.

Granted it's an indie game, so I wouldn't expect the large funds to develop heavy content that big name games get access to,
namely the budget for story writing, cinematography and music, but the game engine is definitely is a good base to start from.

I like the ability to select the next level by choosing unexplored squares, however what I liked less was the fact that these squares
are basically a bag of pre-selected random missions which may repeat, which by half-time you would already have the
maximum fleet. If the goal was to make this replayable, the game can be made to be harder by having more level variations and
rewards, and the path to the goal shorter, so a player will need to replay mutiple times to be able to encounter all reward/level
combinations. (look at FTL for the great use of replayability mechanics) Missions could be varied and limited to utilize only a
few ships, for example.
And to make it really playable, it'd be nice to have mini-RPG elements like Star Control I (one) where the amount of territory
you control can increase your supply lines, for example, so the player can bring forward more ships. So my suggestion for
immersion would be less RTS (ie. disable the infinite ability of building fleets just from mining resources, ships in real life takes
years to build), make it more RPG where you can fix your ships from resources but not build entire new ones unless you get it in
a mission, but that's just me :)

I know this now sounds more like a suggestion thread instead of a review, so it'd be nice to have a forum in your website to
solicit feedback and for players to post their stories, since this engine is really ripe to be used to tell great stories, so don't settle
for a Homeworld clone, get some great stories out there for your game to tell.
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